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About EST

Established in 1992 - Offices in Scotland, England, Wales and N Ireland. It is the largest provider of 
energy-saving advice, and has effected significant and measurable savings of energy, money, and 
carbon.

We provide:

• Free advice on how to reduce carbon emissions, use water more sustainably, and save money 
on energy bills

• Grants and grant-finding advice for energy-saving projects, installations, and purchases etc
• Independent and authoritative research, and policy analysis
• Management or delivery of government programmes 
• Development of energy-efficient models and tools
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Home Energy Scotland

Home Energy Scotland is funded by 
the Scottish Government, managed by 
the Energy Saving Trust and operates 
as a network of local advice centres 
covering all of Scotland.

Our mission is to help people across 
Scotland create warmer
homes, reduce their bills and help 
tackle climate change.
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Datasets & Tools for RSLs

The domestic housing sector accounts for around 27% of UK carbon emissions (BEIS, 2019).
Many properties fall short of design standards and are in need of crucial energy efficiency
measures, such as loft and wall insulation and low-carbon heating solutions.

Housing Association properties make up and important part of the housing stock in Scotland –
important to empower RSLs to make use of the rich datasets that are available to deliver targeted
insights and support long-term planning and development

EST’s Home Analytics and PEAT are two key tools that a Housing Association can freely access
to analyse their housing stock quickly and effectively.
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Agenda

This webinar will cover:
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• The Home Analytics database 

• Using the Portfolio Energy Analysis Tool 
(PEAT)

• Funding/ongoing projects & training available 
for heating systems at EST (Mark McArthur & 
Joanna O’Loan)

• Time for questions and any discussions



Datasets & Tools for RSLs: Home Analytics

• What is Home Analytics?

• Where does the data come 
from?

• How do we link it together?

• How does the modelling work?

• How accurate is it?

• How should it be used?
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What is Home Analytics?

• A national database for all homes in Scotland

• Funded by Scottish Government and delivered by 
EST for 8+ years

• Access granted to councils and housing 
associations under data sharing agreements

• Designed to support area-based retrofit schemes. 
Updated semi-annually with new data, models and 
funding criteria
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What is Home Analytics?
Organised at the address (UPRN) level and includes
over 90 variables per property including:

• Geographical codes 

• Structure/energy efficiency characteristics

• Renewable energy suitability

• Deprivation & fuel poverty statistics

• Funding eligibility

This builds up a detailed picture of a property’s
characteristics
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What is Home Analytics?
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Where does the data come from?
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Where does the data come from?
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Where does the data come from?
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How do we link all this data together?

The One Scotland Gazetteer Unique Property Reference Number (UPRN) is the key joining field (records
without UPRNs, are address matched)

Cleaner / more standardised data = more accurate database. Prioritise data inputs based on:

• Date stamp

• Trust hierarchy (EPC > HEED > HEC)

• Representativeness

• Completeness
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How does the modelling work?
We can split the types of modelling we do for Home Analytics as:
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How the modelling works: Statistical

Train models using known records (e.g. EPCs/HEED)

Use property attributes as predictors in regression models

Leverage local knowledge through:

• Neighbourhood measures

• Building and building block assumptions
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How the modelling works: Geospatial
Apply rules and logic within GIS software to
predict spatial attributes - uses x/y coordinates
and building polygons

Examples:

• Property type

• Distance to gas grid

• Number of dwellings

• Conservation area

• Exposure zone
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How the modelling works: Derived

Apply assumptions to other variables to create new
fields

Logic based on expert input, eligibility requirements
and industry best practices. Examples:

• Multi-storey buildings flag

• Suitability for emerging energy technologies

• EESSH compliance (including a new update for
EESSH2)

• ECO eligibility
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How the modelling works: Apportioned

Area-level data downscaled to the address level. Ensures
model predictions align with council-level figures

Example:

• Fuel poverty

• Predicted probability of fuel poverty for each property is
calibrated to council-level figures reported in Scottish
Housing Conditions Survey (SHCS)
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What is the accuracy?

The proportion of known records varies by field (average = 55%).
Accuracy evaluated by comparing model predictions to known
records:

• For categorical variables, accuracy = 85-99%

• For continuous variables, 82-98% = within 10% of known value

When summed at the national level, distributions align with trusted
national datasets
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Modelled variable Accuracy

SAP energy rating (EPC) 98%

Heat demand 82%

RdSAP fuel bill 89%

Modelled 

variable
Accuracy

Accuracy to 

within 1 

band

Property type 94% 95%

Property age 95% 98%

Property tenure 97% -

Primary fuel type 98% -

Boiler efficiency 85% 95%



What is the accuracy?

Points to remember:

• Each property will likely have a mix of known and modelled data

• HA data is only as accurate as the underlying datasets*

• Accuracy increases with scale

For greater certainty, prioritise records where:

• Data where an EPC is present

• Confidence fields are >80%

• Probabilities are highest (e.g. fuel poverty)
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How should Home Analytics be used?
High accuracy and coverage with energy consumption, fuel costs, CO2 emission and fuel poverty indicator
outputs.

Even without running the data through PEAT we can use it to highlight general trends in a portfolio. We can
filter by:

• EPC score

• Estimated fuel bill

• Heat pump suitability

• Property tenure
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How should Home Analytics be used?

As a tool to support:

• Planning area-based schemes (e.g. HEEPS:ABS)

• Setting targets / baselines for your stock (e.g. for EESSH2)

• Creating decarbonisation plans

• Identifying measures, costs and savings of different retrofit pathways (with help of PEAT)

Official database built in partnership with the Scottish Government – with PEAT can be used and
referenced in official submissions (e.g. for EESSH)
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Datasets & Tools for RSLs: PEAT

SAP score and EPC based modelling - uses Home Analytics data for the energy analysis of
housing stock.

Online, free, easy-to-use tool – we want to empower RSLs to analyse this data and gain these
insights (training and support is still freely available!)

Aims to inform decisions on energy efficiency planning and development strategy for RSLs.

Customisable scenarios can be set and the tool will suggest potential energy efficiency measures
and calculates savings on energy consumption, fuel bills and carbon emissions.
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Using PEAT: Preparing the data
A portfolio for PEAT is essentially the list of selected properties under analysis (we can use Home
Analytics to narrow in on the properties we want to analyse). This could be the homes:

• with the lowest EPCs

• at high risk of fuel poverty

• that are representative of your entire portfolio (e.g. ‘archetypes’)

Data is taken from Home Analytics and must be kept in the same format. Each portfolio can
contain up to 500 properties max. Properties can be manually edited through the property editor
inside the tool.
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Using PEAT: Preparing the data
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The Home Analytics dataset 

We filter HA using an RSL’s address list 

Further filters and processing 

to target analyses

SAP A-B SAP C-G



Using PEAT: Preparing the data (in Excel)
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Using PEAT: Preparing the data (in Excel)
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We can apply multiple filters to target our modelling and analyses (e.g. flats in our portfolio that 
are below an EPC C) - target harder to treat properties that need work to be EESSH compliant 

…



Using PEAT: Preparing the data (in PEAT)
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Using PEAT: Preparing the data (in PEAT)
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We can view each individual property and see the kinds of data being used in PEAT with a summary:



Using PEAT: Preparing the data (in PEAT)
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Using PEAT: Setting up a scenario
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Using PEAT: Setting up a scenario
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Using PEAT: Results
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Using PEAT: Results
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Using PEAT: Results
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Using PEAT: Results
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EST datasets & tools summary

Energy Saving Trust Home Analytics

A Scottish Government funded housing stock model

Provides users (at address level or higher) with actual or modelled EPC data for every domestic
property in Scotland.

High accuracy and coverage with energy consumption, fuel costs, CO2 emission and fuel poverty
indicator outputs.
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EST datasets & tools summary

Portfolio Energy Analysis Tool (PEAT)

A property modelling and SAP calculation engine

Uses Home Analytics data as an input. Is fully customizable with the ability to set a target SAP.

Allows scenario modelling of the costs and benefits of various retrofit options for the building stock
- to understand the impact that investment would have on fuel bills, fuel poverty and CO2
emissions.

Both tools are free to access for Scottish Government, Local Authorities and Registered 
Social Landlords.
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Social housing funding support and advice
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Free and impartial advice from EST and Home Energy Scotland advice on funding that can help private 

sector households participating in mixed tenure schemes

Green Network for Social Housing; energy efficiency case studies in social housing

EST and partners manage various funding support schemes such as:

• District heating loans scheme 

• Community and renewable energy scheme 

• Home Energy Scotland loan scheme - loans and cashback for energy efficiency measures in 

private sector properties

• Private rented sector landlord loans - energy efficiency measures.



Supporting households with electric heating
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If you have homes in your portfolio with:

• Electric heating, including storage heaters, electric radiators, infrared and heat pumps

• Complex meter arrangements, including Total Heat Total Control and ComfortPlus White Meter

And want to give better advice on:

• How they work and their controls

• Reducing energy bills while keeping a comfortable home

• Changing heating system or meter, pathways to success

Free training is available – see here for details:

https://www.homeenergyscotland.org/helping-other-organisations-give-good-advice-on-electric-heating/

https://www.homeenergyscotland.org/helping-other-organisations-give-good-advice-on-electric-heating/


Any questions?
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Email to request access: localhomesportal@est.org.uk

Contact Dai at David.Grady@est.org.uk

Contact Mark at Mark.McArthur@est.org.uk 

Links for further information:

Local Homes Portal: https://localhomesportal.est.org.uk/

Home Analytics/PEAT: https://energysavingtrust.org.uk/service/home-analytics/ and 
https://energysavingtrust.org.uk/how-to-improve-the-epc-ratings-of-your-regions-homes/?loc=scotland
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